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Abstract – In sheep and cattle, the ileal Peyer’s patch (PP), which extends one-two meters along
the terminal small intestine, is a primary lymphoid organ of B-cell development. B-cell diversity in
the ileal PP is thought to develop by combinatorial mechanisms, gene conversion and/or point
mutation. These species also have jejunal PP that function more like secondary lymphoid tissues
concerned with mucosal immune reactions. These two types of PP differ significantly in their
histology, ontogeny and the extent of lymphocyte traffic. The prenatal development of follicles in
the PP begins first in the jejunum during the middle of gestation and then in the ileum during late
gestation. B-cells proliferate rapidly in the ileal PP follicle; up to five percent of these cells survive
while the majority dies by apoptosis, perhaps driven by the influence of environmental antigen and/
or self-antigen. The surviving cells migrate from the ileal PP and populate the peripheral B-cell
compartment. By adolescence, the ileal PP has involuted but the function of jejunal PP, compatible
with a role as secondary lymphoid organ, continues throughout life. In this review, we focus on the
development of PP as a site of B-cell repertoire generation, positive and negative B-cell selection,
and the differences between ileal PP and jejunal PP.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Although in the rodent, B-cell development and primary B-cell repertoire diversification occurs in the bone marrow, the
major site where these processes occur in
sheep and cattle is the ileal Peyer’s patch
(PP). The ileal PP has the characteristics of
a mammalian equivalent of the avian bursa
of Fabricius. The original report of PP by
Johann Conrad Peyer in 1677 included a
description of the “intestinal glands” in
sheep [87]. In 1956, Glick showed that the
bursa of Fabricius of chickens contributes
to antibody production whereas the thymus
contributes to graft rejection [36]. This seminal observation was perhaps the start of the
modern era of immunology. After the
description of the role of the bursa of Fabricius in the immune function of the chicken
many investigators hunted for the mammalian homologue. At first, the rabbit appendix received much attention but there was
no clear evidence at that time to show that
the appendix played a crucial role in B-cell
development [6, 20, 21]. Later the ileal PP
of ruminants was proposed to be a bursal
equivalent [55, 102]. At about the same
time, studies in mice reported that early
phases of the B-cell lineage occur in both
the liver and the bone marrow [5, 80]. The
bone marrow also was found to be an important site of B-cell lymphopoiesis in postnatal mice [77–79]. In addition, it was shown
that B-cell production in the rudimentary
PP of neonatal mice could not account for
the rapid postnatal rise in the number of Bcells in the circulation [32]. Furthermore,
the rabbit PP was found to be the source of
precursors for IgA plasma cells that distributed along the gastrointestinal tract [23].
After these studies, the central role of the
bone marrow in B-cell lymphopoiesis and
the role of PP in mucosal immunity became
an accepted part of the framework of modern immunology.
Our goal is to summarize and reassess the
role of PP as a site where B-cell diversity is
generated by post-rearrangement diversification mechanisms and both positive and

negative selection. We also include comparisons of ileal PP and jejunal PP in ruminants and the avian bursa of Fabricius.
2. MOLECULAR MECHANISMS
OF B-CELL DIVERSITY AND Ig
ISOTYPES
In mice, there are over 100 VH germline
gene segments whereas in the human there
are around 100 genes and pseudogenes;
these are grouped into 7 families in human
and 14 families in mice [19, 54, 85]. The
IgH chains of cattle and sheep are very similar at both the nucleotide and protein levels.
In sheep, nine germ-line VH gene segments, including three pseudogenes, have
been detected and these VH genes belong
to only one family, closely related to the
human VH4 family (70% nucleotide identity) [24]. Similarly, the cattle Ig heavy
chain repertoire is dominated by a single
VH gene family that is homologous with
human VH2 [109]. Cattle VH genes also
contain long CDR3 regions averaging 21
amino acids in length [12]. This is larger
than the CDR3’s in other mammals. In
adults this region appears to be extensively
hypermutated [12]. Sheep also have six JH
gene segments, of which two are functional
and four are pseudogenes [25]. Recently,
hypermutation of sheep VH was well studied by Gontier et al. [37]. In sheep VH, it
seems that rearrangements continue to
occur for several months after birth. It was
shown that the bovine IgH could be generated from segments at two distinct genomic
locations [49]. The presence of several JH
and other gene segments, such as VH and
DH, plus flexibility at the junctions between
these segments, as well as templated and
non-templated nucleotide additions, each
contribute to the generation of IgH diversity.
Igλ is the major light chain isotype in
sheep and cattle, Igκ light chains being
expressed by only 9 to 25% of B-cells in
these and other farm animals [10, 39]. In the
original studies of the sheep it was concluded
that there were 60–90 Vλ genes distributed
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in at least six families. It was also concluded
that preferential rearrangement occurred
such that only about 20 Vλ are found in rearranged DNA. These studies of the ovine Ig
repertoire further indicated a major role for
somatic hypermutation and that this process
is antigen-independent [96–98]. This conclusion has now been modified in light of
our recent studies in which we detected
many unique nucleotide patterns within Vλ
gene segments and these patterns led to the
proposition of 64 new gene segments [50].
Therefore, combinatorial rearrangement is
likely to make a much larger contribution
and somatic hypermutation a much smaller
contribution to the Igλ diversity in sheep.
However, it cannot be ruled out that gene
conversion may also contribute to the generation of diversity in sheep. In addition,
studies of the diversification of the bovine
Igλ light chain have provided evidence that
gene conversion occurs in this species [63,
84]. Gene conversion is well known to be a
dominant mechanism that diversifies the Bcell repertoire in the chicken [95]. Recently,
it was shown that the bursal B-cell line
DT40 undergoes Ig gene conversion and
that activation-induced cytidine deaminase
(AID) is required for the gene conversion
events [8]. AID also has been shown to
mediate somatic hypermutation and Ig isotype switch recombination in mice and
humans [71, 106]. We have screened for
AID gene expression in sheep ileal and jejunal PP single follicles (manuscript in preparation) and found it to be present at a
number of developmental stages. Sheep and
calf might have very similar molecular
machinery driving the generation of Ig
diversity but this clearly needs to be investigated further.
The constant regions of bovine IgD,
IgM, IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, IgE and IgA have
been well characterized [16, 52, 69, 70, 94,
111, 121]. The constant regions identified
in sheep are IgD, IgM (possibly two IgM
allotypes), IgG1, IgG2, IgE and IgA [18, 24,
31, 45, 86, 114, 121].
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3. PRE-PP PHASE OF B-CELL
DEVELOPMENT
B-cell development during the pre-PP
phase of development in sheep is summarized in Figure 1. In sheep, hemopoiesis
occurs in the yolk sac between 19 and
27 days of gestation (sheep reach term at
about 150 days) [1]. The first IgM+ cells
appear in the spleen at 45–48 days gestation
[90]; the numbers increase thereafter with
proliferating B-cells evident at 51 days gestation and clusters of B-cell lymphopoiesis
detected by 60–80 days gestation [43, 90].
Expression of the Ig Vλ gene is found earlier in the spleen, at 48 days gestation, than
in any other tissue (liver, intestine, blood
and bone marrow) [51]. Also in the fetal
lamb, evidence of diversity of the Ig Vλ
gene is seen earlier, and at higher levels, in
the spleen (61 days gestation) than in other
tissues using anchored PCR method [46].
Ig Vλ gene diversity is also found in fetal
cattle spleen but not in the liver, ileum, or
blood during the pre-PP phase of development [63]. It has been shown in the 56 days
old fetal lamb that a single injection of antiIgM antibody will cause the failure of
development of lymphoid follicles in PP;
however, splenectomy at the same fetal age
did not prevent PP formation [91, 93]. These
studies provided evidence that B-cells do
not continually enter the rudimentary PP
follicles. Also notable was that these studies
provided evidence that the fetal spleen can
not be solely responsible for the development of PP. In the chicken the B-cell precursors seed various organs but only expand
in the bursa of Fabricius, a site of primary
B-cell development. The evidence for this
comes from studies involving bursectomy
before hatching which caused both the
depletion of B-cells in the periphery and the
elimination of IgG synthesis [22, 36, 116].
It is during the first trimester that both hemopoiesis and lymphopoiesis begin. Apparently at some later stage the predominant
site of B-cell development switches from
the spleen to the intestinal tract. The events
regulating this switch are not understood.
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Figure 1. B-cell development in the fetal spleen, jejunum and ileum.

4. PRENATAL DEVELOPMENT
OF ILEAL AND JEJUNAL PP
Construction of the structure of the PP
starts first in the jejunum and then later in
the ileum (Fig. 1). This prenatal development proceeds independently of external
antigen. The earliest IgM+ cells are detected
in the jejunal submucosa at 65 days gestation [3]. Primordia of jejunal PP can be
found at 60 days gestation and lymphoid
follicles are present by 75 days [102]. IgM+

cells first appear in the terminal ileum at 68–
70 days gestation [3, 90]. Primordia of ileal
PP are seen with the appearance of a dome
structure at 70–95 days gestation and primordial lymphoid follicles appear at 97 days
[75]. Lymphopoiesis has been shown by
3H-thymidine uptake and autoradiography
to be well established in the jejunal PP by
100 days gestation [102]. These proliferating cells are found in the follicular region
but not in the dome region. At day 132 of
gestation the extent of lymphopoiesis in the
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follicle is obvious. The PP follicles have a
much higher proportion of proliferating
cells than is seen in other lymphoid tissues
including the thymus. Immunohistochemical analysis of the cells in rudimentary ileal
PP at 103 days gestation has shown that
their phenotype is similar to that of B-cells
in the spleen and peripheral blood of the
fetus and this is similar to the mature B-cells
in the postnatal lambs [40]. The cells in the
rudimentary ileal and jejunal PP have a surface phenotype that is IgMhigh and
BAQ44Ahigh. BAQ44A is a cell surface differentiation marker that is present on Bcells in peripheral lymphoid tissues [47].
During the later phases of fetal development there is a decline in the number of
BAQ44A+ cells in both the ileal and the
jejunal PP. By day 142 of gestation, the surface phenotype of the B-cells in the follicles has
changed to become IgMlo and BAQ44Alo.
During prenatal development the expression of BAQ44A and sIgM are quite similar
on B-cells in the ileal and jejunal PP, however, in the postnatal lamb no BAQ44A is
detected on the surface of the B-cells in the
ileal PP follicles [40]. Therefore, during
prenatal development, the phenotype of
cells in both types of PP follicles seems similar but the reasons for the earlier development of follicles in the jejunum than in the
ileum is unknown.
The total number of PP and their constituent follicles has fully developed before
birth with 25–40 discrete PP in the jejunum
and one single continuous PP in the terminal
ileum [102]. The development of PP in the
fetal calf is similar to that in fetal lambs in
that the jejunal PP are the first to appear at
mid gestation [120]. The lymphoid follicles
in both types of PP in the fetal calf also consist of mostly IgM+ cells, with very few
CD3+ and IgG + cells found.
B-cells in these ileal PP follicles develop
oligoclonally [76, 96]. The oligoclonal
development of individual bursal follicles
has also been reported in the chicken [7, 88].
In contrast, the clonality of jejunal PP follicles is not yet clear and it needs further
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analysis. The jejunal PP is considered to be
a peripheral lymphoid organ, but as they
also develop before birth, in the absence of
exogenous antigen, their function is likely
to be more complex.
5. POSTNATAL CHANGES IN ILEAL
AND JEJUNAL PP PRIOR TO
ADOLESCENCE
The postnatal changes in ileal and jejunal
PP are summarized in Figure 2. After birth
no BAQ44A is detected on the surface of the
B-cells in the ileal PP follicles [40]. Instead,
this marker is restricted to the region where
the dome merges with the follicle. These
cells are destined to survive and emigrate to
the periphery via adjacent lymphatics.
These BAQ44A+IgM+ cells account for
only 5–18% of all B-cells in the ileal PP
compared with over 70% of B-cells in ileal
mesenteric lymph node and jejunal PP. At
6–12 weeks of age CD4+ T-cells account for
about 25% of the cells in jejunal PP but only
about 1% of cells in the ileal PP. In calves
at around one month of age many CD4+
cells have migrated into jejunal PP follicles
but not into ileal PP follicles. Also of note
at this stage is that IgG and IgA mRNA can
both be detected in the jejunal PP follicles,
but not in the ileal PP follicle [120]. Similarly, in the chicken, IgG+ cells are found
in the bursal follicle, as well as in germinal
centers, but IgG mRNA expression is only
detected in germinal centers [117, 119,
120]. This may be because CD4+ cells do
not enter the medulla of the bursal follicle.
One interpretation of these results is that Ig
class switching does not occur in the follicles of the ileal PP or follicular medulla of
the bursa because they do not contain the
helper T-cells that are needed for cognate
interaction with B-cells.
6. STROMAL CELLS IN THE ILEAL
AND JEJUNAL PP
Putative early stromal cells in the jejunal
PP of fetal sheep were first identified by
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Figure 2. Characteristics and comparison between postnatal ileal and jejunal PP.

histology [102]. By 97 days gestation lymphocytes start to accumulate and primitive
mesenchymal cells without extracellular
fibers are detected in the ileal PP primordia
[75]. By 110 days gestation, the stromal
cells in the dome region and in the follicle
primordia have differentiated into reticular
fibroblasts with processes that are seen to
surround clusters of lymphocytes. In fetal
lambs during the last month of gestation the
ileal PP follicles contain an extensive network of stromal cells that react with 5’
nucleotidase [75]. Follicular dendritic cells
that are reactive with 5’ nucleotidase and
Mg2+ dependent adenosine triphosphatase
are also seen in the ileal PP as well as in
other primary lymphoid follicles in peripheral lymph nodes [43, 75]. Depletion of Bcells from fetal lambs by anti IgM antibody
injection generated PP follicles composed
of clusters of FDC’s [60, 92]. Ileal PP follicles have also been used to generate a
number of clones of mesenchymallyderived stromal cells [38, 39]. Interestingly,
co-culture with one stromal cell line inhibited
the B-cell proliferative response, whereas,
co-culture with another cell line enhanced

B-cell proliferation. Both responses were
independent of T-cells and extrinsic antigen
but contact between the B-cell and stromal
cell line was necessary. Thus, in the ileal PP
follicle there may be stromal cells that can
have either a positive or a negative impact
on B-cell growth.
7. FOLLICLE-ASSOCIATED
EPITHELIUM AND OTHER
ACCESSORY CELLS OF ILEAL
AND JEJUNAL PP
Follicle-associated epithelium (FAE) is
found in the epithelium that covers the
dome region of the jejunal and ileal PP.
Scattered among the absorptive epithelial
cells of the FAE are membranous cells (Mcells) with short microvilli or folds and cytoplasmic vesicles similar to those in other species. The FAE of ileal PP, however, has
some unique characteristics. For example, they
contain fifty nanometer membrane-bound
particles that contain carbonic anhydrase;
these are found in the ileal PP of both calves
and lambs, but not in FAE of the jejunal PP
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[56, 58]. In vitro studies of ileal epithelial
cells from fetal lambs suggest that epithelial
differentiation does not occur in the absence
of lymphocytes [2]. A similar in vitro coculture system has been established in
which murine PP lymphocytes convert
human intestinal epithelium cells (CaCo2)
into functional M-cells [53]. The early differentiation of epithelial cells into FAE
might be dependent on the early presence of
B-cells [89]. However, the FAE in ileal PP
of B-cell depleted fetal lambs showed a normal differentiation [60]. FAE and M-cells
are very important for phagocytosis and
transcytosis of external antigens [57]. Large
particles and bacteria induce phagocytosis
that is associated with rearrangement of the
actin cytoskeleton and this permits active
formation of pseudopod-like structures [15,
33]. Viruses and adherent particles are
taken up by endocytosis, but non-adherent
materials are internalized by fluid phase
endocytosis [14, 74, 81]. We are a long way
from understanding the origin, differentiation, and fate of FAE in ileal PP.
The analysis of other accessory cells
found in the ileal PP follicles has involved
the use of the B-cell depleted fetal lambs
described above [42, 60, 89, 92]. The rudimentary follicles of ileal PP in these animals
show strong reactivity for 5’ nucleotidase,
indicating the presence of follicular dendritic cells. Mg-ATPase+ dendritic cells are
present at an early developmental stage [89]
as are macrophages that stain with non-specific esterase and acid phosphatase [42, 92].
The sheep ileal PP follicle also contains
many tingible-body macrophages whose role
it is to rapidly eliminate apoptotic cells [13].
8. APOPTOSIS OF B-CELL IN ILEAL
AND JEJUNAL PP
The ileal PP in lambs is a major site of
B-cell lymphopoiesis, generating approximately 3.6 × 109 cells/hour (mitotic rate is
5.2%/hour in fetal ileal PP) [83, 99, 100].
Although the thymus is known as a major
site of T-cell proliferation and selection, the
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mitotic rate of the thymus is 15–20 fold less
than for the ileal PP. However, very few of
the B-cells (up to 5%) produced in the ileal
PP and in the chicken bursa of Fabricius differentiate and emigrate, instead the vast
majority of the cells soon die by apoptosis
[66, 99]. Apoptosis is characterized morphologically by chromatin condensation
and fragmentation into multiple nucleosome-sized units [17, 66, 67]. Due to the
extensive cell death occurring in the ileal PP
the rapid clearance of these apoptotic cells
is essential for tissue homeostasis. It is
reported that macrophages resident in the
ileal PP follicle mediate the phagocytosis
and removal of discarded cells [13]. Using
the DNA laddering assay, low molecular
weight DNA is found in the BAQ44A– cells
in the ileal PP but not detected in the
BAQ44A+ cells which are isolated from
ileal PP [65]. Therefore, BAQ44A+ cells
might be positively selected within the ileal
PP and then migrate to the periphery. The
specific mechanisms leading to the induction of apoptosis in the ileal PP are not well
characterized. Some studies have implicated increased Ig sequence diversity in the
induction of apoptosis [65]. This proposal
was based on the observation of (1) significantly greater replacement to silent mutation ratios in the complementarity determining regions, (2) a more random distribution of
mutations, and (3) the lack of mutational
specificity compared with the mutational
bias favoring transitions and purines in
B-cells about to migrate. It is important to
consider that these observations were made
prior to the proposition of more than 60 new
germline Vλ gene segments and as such
may not reflect the situation in the ileal PP.
Other studies have reported the induction of
apoptosis in ileal PP B-cells following the
cross-linking of surface Ig [70]. This B-cell
receptor mediated apoptosis is likely to play
an important role in the elimination of autoreactive B-cells generated during B-cell
maturation and/or after antigenic challenge
in ileal and jejunal PP. The cross-linking of
surface immunoglobulin also induces apoptosis in cell lines with an immature B-cell
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phenotype such as WEHI-231 cells [11,
44]. However, using a human follicular
lymphoma cell line and a Burkitt lymphoma
cell line as an in vitro model, apoptotic signaling events occurring before mitochondrial dysfunction have been demonstrated
to be totally reversed by anti-apoptotic signaling, such as CD40 stimulation [26, 64].
The cognate interaction between CD40
expressed on B-cell and CD40 ligand
(CD154) expressed on helper T-cell induces
the expression of the proto-oncogene Bcl-2
that acts as a repressor of apoptosis [61]. In
lambs, the expression of Bcl-2 is detected
in the spleen, mesenteric lymph nodes and
thymus but not in ileal PP [68]. However,
under cell culture conditions, the expression of Bcl-2 can be markedly induced
when ileal PP B-cells are cultured with
phorbol ester and Ca2+ ionophore, a procedure that has been demonstrated to rescue
these cells from apoptosis. In other studies,
co-culture of B-cells that had been isolated
from sheep PP follicles with murine CD40
ligand induced B-cell responsiveness to
several cytokines, whereas the removal of
murine CD40 ligand resulted in the induction of cell death. A similar response is
observed with both ileal PP B-cells and jejunal PP B-cells [41]. In chickens, B-cells
derived from splenic germinal centers express
Bcl-2 mRNA, but not those from the bursa
[30, 118]. Helper T-cells are distributed in
the light zone of chicken germinal centers
but not in the bursal follicular medulla, a
region that is similar to a germinal center
light zone [117]. Similar results are reported
in the calf where many T-cells are found in
jejunal but not in ileal PP follicle [47, 117,
120]. Therefore, cognate T-cell interaction
might not occur within ileal PP follicles and
or the chicken bursal follicular medulla.
Despite this absence of T-cells, further study
on the kinetics and distribution of other
accessory cells such as dendritic cells, macrophage and follicular dendritic cells within
both the ileal and jejunal PP is needed particularly because these accessory cells also
have many co-stimulatory molecules on
their surface. Some of these co-stimulatory

molecules may rescue B-cells from apoptosis whereas others may induce B-cell
death by apoptosis.

9. ILEAL AND JEJUNAL PP AS THE
SITE OF B-CELL SELECTION
AND THE EFFECT OF ANTIGEN
In fetal lambs lymphopoiesis in ileal and
jejunal PP is not dependent on antigens.
Newborn animals, however, are exposed to
many extrinsic antigens that come into the
gut. The effect of these antigens on the
development of ileal and jejunal PP in sheep
has been examined using intestinal loops
isolated from the rest of the gut during the
last month of gestation [35, 73, 103]. After
birth these ileal PP loops, have no contact
with antigen yet, they grow at normal rates
before birth and for the first two weeks after
birth. After this time, however, the follicles
of the isolated ileal PP undergo an accelerated involution such that by 3–4 months of
age they have almost completely disappeared. The follicles of normal ileal PP do
not involute until around 15 months of age.
From these experiments it appears that
extrinsic antigen is very important for the
development of sheep PP after birth. In
other studies the immune reactivity of the
ileal and jejunal PP were compared using
intestinal loops [72]. Following antigen
injection into jejunal and ileal PP loops, specific antibody forming cells and antibody
titer of the jejunal PP loops were both much
higher than those of ileal PP loops. In addition, after oral injection of rotavirus/iscom
vaccines, specific antibody was detected in
jejunal PP of lambs [112]. Hence, the jejunal PP seems to be an efficient site for the
induction of a mucosal immune response.
Similar approaches have also been used to
study the chicken bursa of Fabricius as it can
be isolated from external antigens by bursal
duct ligation [27–29]. Isolation from gutderived antigens causes suppression of each
of bursal development, splenic germinal
center formation, and the development of
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serum natural agglutinins to bacteria or heteroerythrocytes. Studies involving an analysis
of Ig light chain diversity in single follicles
derived from the chicken bursa, have shown
that the pre-immune repertoire is generated
by gene conversion during antigen independent B-cell proliferation. After birth,
antigen stimulation via bursal epithelium
plays a role in the selection of B-cell clones
[9]. Using retroviral gene transfer techniques
which induce truncated IgM as B-cell
receptor, it is clearly demonstrated that the
regulation of chicken bursal B-cell development after hatching differs from that in
the embryo [107, 108]. Therefore further
studies are required to determine the effect
of external antigens on the selection of
B-cells within follicles of both types of PP
follicles as well as the functional difference
between the ileal and jejunal PP.
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surface IgM+ than most follicular B-cells
and they also express BAQ44A, a marker of
more mature B-cells.

11. INVOLUTION OF ILEAL PP
At about 12 weeks after birth, the sheep
ileal PP begins to involute and only a few
PP follicles remain in this region of the
intestine at 18 months of age [102]. It has
also been demonstrated that the life-span of
both types of PP is not related to their specific location in the small intestine [101].
Recently it was reported that jejunal PP type
tissue is seen in the ileal region during involution of ileal PP and even four year-old
sheep still have some PP-like follicles [59].

12. FUTURE PERSPECTIVES ON
ILEAL AND JEJUNAL PP
10. CELL MIGRATION FROM
ILEAL AND JEJUNAL PP
Evidence that the ileal PP supplies Bcells to the periphery has come from several
studies. Surgical removal of the ileal PP
from neonates caused a prolonged, widespread B-cell deficiency [34]. Although the
ileal PP is a site of vigorous B-cell production, approximately 95% die soon after they
are generated. In spite of the significant
excess of ileal PP B-cells production over
emigration, the total number leaving ileal
PP is still very large, approximately 5–
10 × 107 cells/hour [99]. Ileal PP emigrants
compose 10–15% of ileal mesenteric lymph
node, 1–2% of jejunal mesenteric lymph
node, jejunal PP, prescapular lymph node
and 3–4% of spleen cells [82, 83, 105]. It is
also reported that the number of cells emigrating from ileal PP is 10 times greater than
from jejunal PP. All cells that emigrate from
the PP must pass through the mesenteric
lymph node on their way to the circulation.
During this passage there may be an additional opportunity for B-cell regulation/
selection [104, 105]. The B-cells that emigrate from the ileal PP have higher levels of

The ileal PP of young sheep and cattle
are not unique lymphoid tissues, at least
from the perspective that many species of
veterinary relevance (sheep, cattle, swine,
horse, rabbit, and chicken) generate their
B-cell repertoires and populate their peripheral
B-cell compartment using gut-associated
lymphoid follicles (Tab. I). The PP in
rodents does not function in the same fashion. Therefore, results obtained from studies of PP in the mouse do not necessarily
apply to species in which B-cell development depends on gut-associated B-cell follicles. The jejunal PP in sheep and cattle
may be more functionally equivalent to the
PP in rodents, playing a role as a secondary
lymphoid organ and focusing on mucosal
immune responses. In the jejunal PP, various aspects of B-cell differentiation such as
memory B-cell induction, Ig isotype switching, and plasma cell induction will likely
require the influence of helper T-cell. The
lack of T cells in the ileal PP begs the question of how a process like proliferation
might be regulated? Do the jejunal PP begin
life as a primary lymphoid organ but then
evolve after birth into a secondary organ
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Table I. Interspecies comparison of the gut-associated lymphoid tissues.
Species

Sheep
Calf
Swine
Horse
Rabbit
Chicken
Mice

Primary B-cell repertoire

References

Organ

Molecular mechanisms

Ileal PPa
Ileal PPa
Ileal PPa
Ileal PPa
Appendixa
The bursaa
Bone marrow

rearrangement and/or SHb
GCc and SH
GCd and SH
GCd and SH
GC and SH
GC and SH
V (D) J recombination

[50, 97, 98, 102]
[63, 84, 117, 120]
[4, 110]
[48, 62]
[113, 115]
[36, 95, 117]

a Bold shows gut-associated organ.
b SH: somatic hypermutation.
c GC: Gene conversion.
d Antibody repertoire in these animals

forms from a relatively small number of variable genes of one or
several families. Therefore gene conversion events are expected.

with a focus on mucosal immunity? Why
does this not happen in the ileal PP? Is it due
to the lack of T-cells in the ileal PP? The
location of the primary gut-associated Bcell follicles adjacent to the intestinal lumen
is likely to be an important reason that we
do not yet understand. These and many
other questions can be most effectively
addressed using models based on sheep and
calf PP.
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